
(KAALE) REPORT on the LIVE EXPORT MEETING held at IPSWICH TOWN HALL – 
Commencing at 1830hrs on Friday SEPTEMBER 28th 2012 

 
 
Chaired by Dil Peeling - Communications Director at Compassion In World Farming 
(CIWF) - http://www.ciwf.org.uk/  
 
Other Speakers Included:  
 
Ian Birchall - Chairman - Kent Action Against Live Exports (KAALE) - 
http://www.kaale.org.uk/  
 
Reg Bell - Thanet Against Live Exports (TALE) - 
http://www.thanetagainstliveexports.org/index.html  
 
Gavin Grant – Chief Executive - Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 
(RSPCA) - http://www.rspca.org.uk/home  
Dermot Murphy – Chief Inspector – (RSPCA) 
 
David Elsmere - Ipswich Borough Council - 
http://www.ipswich.gov.uk/site/scripts/councillors.php?viewBy=name  
Sandy Martin - Labour Leader at Ipswich Borough Council 
 
Ben Gummer - Conservative MP for the Ipswich Constituency - 
http://www.bengummer.com/  
 
Approx 200 local people, joined by various other members of the RSPCA, CIWF and 
about 15 members of KAALE and TALE. 
 
Dil Peeling – CIWF started the proceedings explaining to all present his role in 
Compassion In World Farming; including the fact that he is a fully qualified veterinarian 
and his distaste for the live export trade as a vet. 
 
Dil believes that this trade has no place in a civilized society and the animals suffer 
tremendous stress and fear on these long export journeys. Apart from the fact they are 
travelling to, in many cases, places of slaughter which include no pre-stunning, and in 
the case of veal, rearing systems which are illegal in the UK.  The people who carry out 
this transportation seem to have no compassion for the animals, and in his opinion, treat 
the animals without humanity. 
 
He then asked Gavin Grant, Chief Executive of the RSPCA, to speak, and Gavin talked 
of the need to stop the trade, of his talks with Ministers and MP’s and the fact that all 
spoken with abhor the trade. However, the stumbling block is Europe, so the need is to 
find a way to stop the animals leaving our (UK) shores. Gavin believes the RSPCA have 
now found a formula for halting the trade and with this in mind, he had written to 
Associated British Ports, the owners of Ipswich Port, with a view to explaining the 
RSPCA’s position on the issue. 
 
He stated that if Defra / Animal Health won’t act then the RSPCA would take legal action 
when a port such as Ramsgate, and now Ipswich, did not have the facilities in the port to 
take necessary actions for example, in the event of an emergency. 
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Gavin talked about the horror of 12th September 2012, when after two animals with 
broken limbs having been spotted on a transporter, the driver of the transporter involved 
attempted to pull by their ears, the two injured animals through the slats of his vehicle. 
He was subsequently stopped, and it was decided to unload the entire relevant tier 
containing the animals, to reach those that were injured. A lack of facilities within the port 
of Ramsgate resulted in the animals having to be unloaded into an area normally used to 
jet wash trucks which visit the port.  This area contained a drain approximately two foot 
square, which was unnoticed by both Animal Health and the RSPCA.  The drain 
consequently gave way (collapsed), resulting in seven animals falling into the cesspit of 
waste water below. Four were rescued alive by the RSPCA inspectors present, but two 
were drowned and a third was found dead in the drain more two days later. 
 
On further examination of those carried on the transporter, some of the animals which 
were unloaded were found to have other injuries, some injuries resulting from the recent 
journey (from Kettering) and others that had obviously happened a long time before their 
loading at Kettering, Northants.  Should these injuries not have been picked up by a 
veterinarian at the point of loading ? 
 
The rest of the transporter vehicle was subsequently unloaded, and a total of 41 further 
animals had to be humanely destroyed within the port as they were unfit to go any 
further. This resulted in a total of 46 animals dying in the port. 
 
This must never be allowed to happen again. The answer was to retain the transporter 
involved with this incident at the port.  Any UK port shipping live animals to the continent 
must be equipped with the proper facilities, so that only fit animals in any consignment 
are allowed to continue with travel. 
 
David Elsmere from Ipswich Council then spoke of their horror when they realised the 
trade was coming to Ipswich after stopping at Ramsgate, and the relief had by all when 
Associated British Ports (ABP) also decided to suspend the trade, following on from the 
decision taken by Ramsgate (Thanet Council) due to the lack of facilities.  
 
David said that he had received thousands of e mails, telephone calls and texts from 
concerned members of the public about this issue; far more than any other issue he had 
dealt with since he became a Councillor. Not one of these communications sent to him 
had been in favour of the (live export) trade continuing and, all callers felt the resumption 
of the trade was a blot on the community of Ipswich. 
 
Sandy Martin, the Labour leader of the Council then spoke of his and his college’s 
opposition to the live export trade. He felt welfare campaigners shouldn’t have to chase 
the trade from port to port, and felt it was time the UK government acted and took firm 
action as a result, especially as this live animal trade was not an important trade for the 
overall UK economy. He felt that European consumers were being misled by our (UK) 
animals being labelled as French, Dutch etc, as after their export, they are slaughtered 
in these countries and the carcass then being ‘stamped’ as foreign (ie. French, Dutch) 
produce (wherever the slaughterhouse is located) instead of specifically British animals, 
which is their actual country of origin.  
 
Sandy believes that many of our representatives at the European Union (EU) are on our 
side and support and end to this vile trade. Sandy then read out a communiqué from 



Richard Howard MEP (for the Ipswich area), who could not attend the meeting but who 
supported campaigners 100% and wishes a permanent end to the trade.  He is working 
in Europe towards this end. 
 
Ian Birchall, Chairman of KAALE spoke next. He told of Kent campaigners constant fight 
for the last 17+ years against the export trade, and of how things had now improved from 
the early days of exports from Dover; but of their great frustration about the happenings 
at Ramsgate over the last year or more until the RSPCA came on board to support. Ian 
spoke of the role of KAALE, their constant monitoring of events at each harbour (Dover 
and Ramsgate) and to build a dossier on the exporters and hauliers involved in the 
trade.  
 
Ian mentioned the fact that there was only really one English driver involved in the trade 
from Ramsgate, and that all the other directors and transporter drivers involved in the 
business of Ramsgate exports were either Dutch or Irish, including the owner of the ship, 
Johannes Onderwater, who is Dutch, and his partner Tom Lomas, an Irishman. 
 
Ian spoke of the great team of dedicated KAALE people working constantly towards 
defeating these exporters, and of our great website (www.kaale.org.uk) where all the 
information about the live export trade both past and present from the county of Kent 
could be accessed, along with other things such as pets photos, recipes, poems etc. 
 
Ian then read out a letter from Mark Johnson, the KAALE EU and Legal Correspondent. 
At the point in his letter where Mark asks the local MP, Ben Gummer, to approach David 
Cameron (UK Prime Minister) on the animal export issue, Ian turned to Ben Gummer 
MP, addressing him directly to his face.  This received a huge applause from the 
collected audience, and it was obvious that the people attending the meeting also 
thought it was time the UK government acted for once in supporting animal welfare 
regulations and not simply the exporters. 
 
Reg Bell from TALE was the next to speak and Reg talked of his personal hatred of the 
trade since he became involved in campaigning over the last year. Reg spoke about his 
granny, who was a legend in his family, for attacking a man she had witnessed beating a 
horse, and then using the very same whip back at him which he had been using on the 
horse.  Reg declared that this feeling of animal protection action had obviously passed 
down through the family.  
 
Reg appealed to everyone to act against this trade because what they do now could 
echo down through the future generations and help make a difference for animals. 
 
Reg spoke of the European law, the Welfare of Animals in Transit Order, and stated that 
he believed that these rules were simply the minimum standard that had to be adhered 
to, and consequently this legislation left room for each EU member state to improve 
animal welfare according to the general understanding of animal welfare within that 
particular member state, without inflicting their own additional / extra welfare rules on 
other EU member states. 
 
Dermot Murphy - Chief Inspector RSPCA spoke next about Animal Health’s (Defra / 
government) role in the Export trade, especially their (AH) 30/50% inspection rate of all 
animals exported, and how he believed this was unacceptable, and that the only 
acceptable rate was 100% inspections, which when used by the RSPCA at ports such 

http://www.kaale.org.uk/


as Ramsgate, had proven that animals can be injured on journeys of less than 5 hours 
just within the UK stage, never mind the 14+1+14 hours (for sheep) they were made to 
endure under these archaic European animal transport laws. Dermot’s belief was that 
the interpretation of these laws by Defra / Animal Health, always erred on the side of the 
exporters and not the side of the animals being exported. He, as with everyone involved 
at the RSPCA campaign, believes that there is no place in a civilized society for 
transporting animals over these long hours merely for slaughter at the end of such a 
long, stressful and physically demanding journey. 
 
Ben Gummer MP then spoke as a representative of the Conservative coalition 
government.  
 
He stated how surprised he had been when Laura Sandy’s, the MP for Thanet South, 
and a great supporter of both TALE and KAALE, rang him and informed him that the 
trade “she wouldn’t wish on her worst enemy” was coming to his constituency (ie. from 
Ramsgate to Ipswich).  
 
He declared that he was very surprised because he thought the trade had finished many 
years ago !!! (We think we can’t be doing such a good job of informing the MP’s as we 
thought, obviously someone just deletes our letters and e mail’s before they reach their 
bosses or their (MP) ‘action’ tray).  Comment noted Ben. 
 
He said the government couldn’t end the trade as the World Trade Organisation (WTO) 
made them accept it, and that they weren’t going to step away from that, were they? - So 
he believed as a consequence of this they had to improve the actual journeys for the 
animals. He had spoken to the National Farmers Union (NFU) who insisted they needed 
the live animal trade with Europe to keep prices up in the UK. 
 
He had also spoken to Deafra / Animal Health who agreed that they had concerns about 
the license for the ‘Joline’ (battle tank carrier) ship and in his opinion, the whole thing 
sounded a bit ‘dodgy’. Ben stated that he found the trade rather ‘unpleasant’, and after 
talks with the relevant Secretary of State, it had emerged that a lot of the problem was 
the closures of small abattoirs that had been in nearly every UK town, in favour of large 
high throughput UK slaughterhouses controlled primarily by the supermarkets.  
 
Ben felt the way he could help with campaigning was to work on his idea of charging the 
exporters for all port / export animal inspections, something that happens within the 
slaughterhouse system, but not currently with the exporters. 
 
Charging makes the Slaughterhouses nervous of anything going wrong within their 
‘system’; and he felt that the charging of inspections to exporters would have a sobering 
effect on them. 
 
As with all politicians, he said little that gave the people at the meeting much hope of 
stopping the trade, and only the RSPCA’s idea about the port changes seemed to be 
able to have any real effect. 
 
The meeting was then thrown open for questions from the floor. 
There were many questions especially to Mr Gummer MP, with Yvonne Birchall, 
secretary KAALE, asking him to press the UK Secretary of State to support the EU 8 
hour maximum journey limit, something that the previous Minister did not.  



She also asked him and the entire audience if anyone present believed that this 
transporter (which caused all the trouble at Ramsgate and which had been stopped 
firstly by the RSPCA earlier on 12th September this year during another export 
consignment), was the only transporter to have been in this state over the entire 
previous 17 years; as this was the only one to have been stopped by Defra / Animal 
Health in all that time.  
 
She asked him to demand that Defra / Animal Health worked for the good of the animals 
in transport and not for the benefit of exporters. There were rousing cheers at this point, 
which made Gavin Grant (CEO RSPCA) ask the audience to give Mr. Gummer the 
chance to reply, because he believed that deep down he was on our side. 
 
Many other questions followed and the content of the meeting showed the full anti live 
export depth of feeling throughout the entire audience, including the revulsion and anger 
that these events were allowed to go on in the 21st century – now, today, 2012 ! 
 
John Avizienius from the Veterinary Department of the RSPCA then spoke of his 
inspection of (facilities at) the port of Ramsgate, of his reports being then provided back 
to Thanet District Council, and their use of same in making their decision to suspend the 
trade.  John expressed his concerns of how the existing legislation was being interpreted 
in favour of the exporters and not the favour of the animals, and how he had 
remonstrated with Defra / Animal Health about their lack of compassion and humane 
feelings for these animals being shipped out to Europe for export. 
 
Dil Peeling (CIWF) then rounded up the meeting and asked people to give their details to 
members of CIWF who were present, so that they could be further informed of future 
demonstrations against the trade within the UK if necessary. 
 

This report compiled by KAALE – 1
st
 October 2012. 

 


